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MBA

“Innovation and
entrepreneurship
reflects our vision
and mission”
Jorge Gomes, Director of the ISEG MBA
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MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR
Welcome to the MBA of ISEG – Lisbon School of Economics

direction of the organisation and of its leaders. Finally,

and Management! A Master in Business Administration is a

ISEG MBA focuses on innovation and entrepreneurship,

truly unique educational programme, both in terms of its depth

which reflects ISEG’s own vision and mission: ‘open minds

and its impact on the professional and personal life of those

for a changing world’. This last focus of the MBA is based on

who have the courage to study it. The uniqueness of

firm conviction that Portugal and the Portuguese business

the ISEG MBA stems from the fact that
it is the only MBA programme taught in
the entire Universidade de Lisboa, which,

community need professionals who are capable of operating

among its 18 Schools, has long been the main reference

School to obtain another external certification - AACSB, are

The participants of our MBA combine
high quality management and leadership
skills with significant commitment and
motivation, as well as the drive and restlessness that

further factors that contribute to the responsibility which

characterises those who want to build a better future, and

I, as the MBA Director, feel I have to the University and to

not just sit back and watch it unfold. If you think that you have

ISEG, the business community in general, and, above all, to

this innovative and enterprising spirit, and also the desire

our students.

to participate and lead in this vast process of change which

During the fifteen years that I have been involved with the

faces Portugal and its society, then this is the MBA for you.

for Portugal among the international rankings of higher
education institutions. Its accreditation by the Association
of MBAs, together with the ongoing determined effort by the

ISEG MBA, I have had the opportunity to witness a number of
changes to the programme, and also the chance to implement
some of these changes.
Firstly, in the best tradition of our School, this MBA stands
out for its solid education in management skills, which include
courses on Finance, Marketing, Accounting, and Operations
Management, among others.
Secondly the programme has been brought up-to-date, with
the introduction of various courses especially designed for
the development of leadership, communication, and team
management skills.
The aim is to develop and educate people management skills,
and to learn how to influence and guide them in the desired

and leading the transformations that are imposed on the
country.
Indeed, it is to these people that I address these last lines.
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ISEG MBA

WHY ISEG?
ISEG’s mission is to create, share and enhance the social

With an ever-increasing focus on internationalisation,

and economic value of knowledge and culture in the fields

ISEG offers a large number of degrees in English, including

of Economics, Finance and Business Sciences, in a context

two First degrees and five Masters degrees, which are

of plurality and assurance of intellectual and scientific

attracting more and more international students to

freedom, and respect for ethics and social responsibility.

the various study cycles, including PhD candidates and
researchers for the School’s research centres.

ISEG is the first School of Economics and Management
in Portugal, with over 100 years of tradition in educating

ISEG is one of the most attractive Schools for recruitment

the business and political elite of our country. With

companies, which continue to respect the quality of the

an experienced and well prepared faculty, ISEG is

education of our graduates.

also recognised for the extraordinary spirit of mutual
understanding that is cultivated between its students.
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The first Economics and
Management School to be
founded in Portugal.

2

For more than a century it has
educated generations of leaders
and successful professionals in
Portugal and other Portuguese
speaking countries.
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Excellent Faculty and research
centers place ISEG in the
forefront
of
economics,
management
and
finance,
with a significative number
of publications in the most
important academic journals in
those fields.
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Located in Lisbon, Portugal.
The capital was considered by
international media, such as
CNN, to be the “coolest city in
Europe”.
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7

Offers 8 PhD programmes,
7 First degrees, 18 Masters
programmes and 1 MBA
Half of its students are enrolled
in Masters, PhD and other Postgraduate programmes.
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8

Has
approximately
5.000
students, 20% of which are
foreign students from 76 The largest number of Economics
nationalities.
and Management alumni among
Portuguese business schools.
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º

1

BEST PORTUGUESE
UNIVERSITY WITH

47,794
Students

417

Degrees
(Bachelors, Masters,
PhD)

1st
in Portugal:
SCIMAGO, ARWU,
NTU, CWUR, URAP,
CWTER, LEIDEN

3,422

18

Faculty

Schools

7,044

6

nationalities

th
in the worldShangai Ranking
(ARWU)

th
in the worldCWTS LEIDEN
Ranking

www.ulisboa.pt

Portugal Pavilion | ULisboa

107

years old

The first Portuguese School of
Economics and Management

Research centres classified as
Excellent or Very Good (FCT)

5,000
Students

1,100
Mobility agreements
with foreign universities

The largest alumi association
in the country for Economics and
Management

Masters in Economics, Management
and Quantitative Methods

7

Bachelors
Degrees

+1000
MBAs
since 1984

9
PhD
Degrees
www.iseg.ulisboa.pt
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MBA STUDENTS
*
PROFILE
AVERAGE
AGE

DISTRIBUTION
BY GENDER

35

[35 to 44 years]

YEARS

33%

BACKGROUND
ENGINEERING
17%

OTHERS

17%

LAW
8%

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

8%

[+ 45 years]

37%

7%
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

67%

BACHELOR

MASTER

11%

LIFE SCIENCES

42%

ACADEMIC DEGREE
36%

MANAGEMENT

56%

25%

[25 to 34 years]

67%

MARKETING

AGE GROUP

POSTGRADUATION

28%

6%

3%

NATIONALITIES
72%
2%
6%
6%
14%
*Data from the 34nd Edition of the ISEG MBA.
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ADVANTAGES
International Accreditation
by the Association
of MBAs

Alumni Network
+1000 MBAs
Since 1984

4

ASSOCIAÇÃO DOS ANTIGOS ALUNOS DO ISEG

alumni
ECONÓMICAS
ASSOCIAÇÃO DOS ANTIGOS ALUNOS DO ISEG

Tier One of CEO Magazine’s
MBA ranking

Ongoing Career Advice

3

Training week with
the University of San Francisco

2

alumni
ECONÓMICAS
Weekly evening classes

1

The MBA of Universidade
de Lisboa

6

5
7

2 in 1:
Access to the Masters
in Management

9

Off-Campus Leadership Training:
Portuguese Airforce Academy

8
10

Academic Excellence
72% of faculty have a PhD,
85% of whom studied at the best
international universities

The Navy School
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The school is a very dynamic
hub of knowledge, highly
friendly and with professors
that promote a special
atmosphere for the learning
process.

Luís Pinto
—

Bachelors in Applied Chemistry
PhD in Organic Chemistry
MBA from ISEG, 33th Edition

As an Organic Chemist and
throughout my almost 10 years
of professional career, as a
researcher, R&D project leader and
in recent years manager of healthrelated Portuguese SME, I felt that
my core skill was lacking a great
deal of management hard skills
and, probably most important I
must say now, management soft
skills. Thus, it was clear to me that
taking the step to attend a MBA
program was just a matter of time
and opportunity.
The experience has been great,
allowing me to grow my knowledge
of management, its pitfalls and to
find my inner manager features.
For the success of this experience
the ISEG MBA has a significant
importance. The school is a very
dynamic hub of knowledge,
highly friendly for foreigners as
myself (different University and
different background) and with a
professional staff and professors
which promote
a
special
atmosphere for the learning
process.
Moreover, it is very important to
point out all my colleagues that,
with their diverse backgrounds and
experiences, gave an outstanding
boost to make the MBA even more
interesting and unique. Sharing
all the hard work and long hours
of classes and projects made us
build a personal and professional
relationship that will persist for
the future as a crucial network of
contacts.
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STUDY PLAN
2018

2019

Macroeconomics for Management

Financial Accounting

Quantitative Methods for Management

Marketing

Creativity & Idea Generation

Leadership & Team Management I

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Financial An

DECEMBER

Finance

Management Control Systems

Negotiation

Corporate Finance

Organisational Culture and Change

Leadership & Team Management II

JUNE

JULY

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Communic
JANUARY

Operations

NOVEMBER

TRAINING COURSES THROUGHOUT THE PROGRA

ON STAGE TRAININ
NAVY TRAINING SCHOOL
CAREER MANAGEMENT
(ON GOING)

AIR FORCE ACADEMY
YEAR 1

(OCTOBER)

(APRIL)

YEAR 2

(DECEMBER)
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MONDAYS, TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS
6:30 PM - 11:00 PM

Management Information Systems

nalysis and Reporting
Markstrat

Corporate Law:
Elective I - International Law
Elective II - Portuguese Commercial Law

cation & Persuasion
FEBRUARY

Human Resources Management
Ethics and Social Responsability

Mindfulness for Business
MARCH

Strategic Management

APRIL

MAY

2020
Management and Decision Modelling

International Business

Entrepreneurship

Coaching & Mentoring

Business Plan I

Business Plan II
DECEMBER JANUARY

BUSINESS PROJECT
(MBA Final Project)

FEBRUARY

APRIL

AMME

NG

BUSINESS PROJECT
SILICON VALLEY

(APRIL)

(MARCH)

This plan is subject to change.
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KEY AREAS OF
THE ISEG MBA

INNOVATION &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT SKILLS

The call for innovation and an
entrepreneurial mindset in
business nowadays is paramount.
Industries and consumers are both
looking for new results to solve
problems, often with a bigger focus
on improving society. This area
aims to provide students the skills
they need to discover new
opportunities in the marketplace,
adopting innovative and
entrepreneurial attitudes.

A modern business manager needs
to be able to lead people and
communicate effectively, to run a
range of business projects, to
possess negotiation, marketing and
mentoring qualities.
The answer to the question “How to
be successful in business?” lies in
the techniques and management
skills used in order to be able to
influence and to organise the
business resources in the right way.

LEADERSHIP
Every organisation experiences
change, regardless of its size,
geography or industry. In fact,
change is an evitable--and
desirable--aspect of business life.
Business leaders who can
effectively respond to business
change, that comes from both
internal and external sources, have
leadership styles that are
adaptable.
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I am pretty sure that the
ISEG MBA is probably like
a fine wine that becomes
more valuable with age
Liu Da
—

Double Degree in Languages and
Journalism
MBA from ISEG, 34th Edition

With six-year professional work
experience in a Chinese bank,
including 3 years based in South
Africa and 2 years in Portugal, I
decided to study for an MBA at
this stage. I opted for ISEG which
could help me converge my current
knowledge and experience into
a productive two-year study, and
I believe that the ISEG MBA has
a closed relevance to my career
progress and gives me a very
positive experiences and high
value. What impressed me is the
excitement that I felt, the new
friends that I made, the learning
in school and a connection that
this business degree would help
take me farther than I could go
only by myself. The marketing and
financial knowledge I learned in
the class, including the soft skills
contribute to my professional
career in the bank, mean while
allow me to know more about the
local and even European business
circumstances. I am pretty sure
that the ISEG MBA is probably like
a fine wine that becomes more
valuable with age.
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PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
To go beyond the limits

//THE PORTUGUESE AIR FORCE ACADEMY

ISEG Air Force Academy

A weekend at the Air Force Academy, focusing on
leadership, team-building, and strategy activities.

TESTS LEADERSHIP, ORGANISATIONAL AND TIME
MANAGEMENT HABILITIES.
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//ON STAGE TRAINING
The theatre workshop is designed to develop
improvisation, communication and public speaking
skills.
Uses voice placement, focussing, positioning and
other exercises in a relaxed atmosphere. Helps
overcome internal barriers through the magic of
acting.
THIS IS A COURSE OF THEATRE WHICH BRINGS IN
BOTH PROFESSIONALISM AND FUN.

On Stage Training

//THE PORTUGUESE NAVY TRAINING SCHOOL

ISEG Sailing Crew

One day of training in leadership
skills and team management.

TEAMWORK AND
COORDINATION

LEADERSHIP
AND STRATEGY
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San Francisco,USA

//IMMERSION PROGRAMME AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Provides participants with skills for developing strategies in areas such as entrepreneurship, innovation, and
business creation, as well as those skills required for intrapreneurship, i.e., the creation of a business within an
organisation. Includes meetings with key Silicon Valley players, sustained by rigorous academic and practical
content.
ELEVATOR PITCH

SILICON VALLEY COMPANY VISITS

COMMUNICATION & DESIGN THINKING

BUSINESS COACHING

BUSINESS CASES PRESENTATIONS

NETWORKING EVENTS

A way to share your expertise and credentials
quickly and effectively in a professional
context for Business Angels and other tutors
of San Francisco.

Meet the Innovators. Discover the Startup
mindset by visiting some of the most iconic
companies born in Silicon Valley.

Open-ended approach to solving problems is
not just for companies that design products
and services. We can all use design thinking
to transform our work, especially in roles
that involve communication.

Business coaching offers support, direction
and feedback to professional leaders and
teams to expand their value and bring them
to new levels of success.

Time to show off your business skills by
illustrating the effects of a proposed
management system, or describing how your
project will expand. “With a business case,
odds are that you will insert a change in the
world!”

This programme is designed to foster lasting
business networking between students,
entrepreneurs, teachers and investors.

// WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE FEE*

Flight to San Francisco

Accomodation

Training week at the USF

Networking Events
*Additional fee
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ISEG MBA ALUMNI
Benefits that last a lifetime!
The ISEG MBA Alumni develops and fosters the relationship of MBA students
with the School, and also with companies, whilst also stimulating their
participation in diverse actions.

LIFELONG NETWORKING
Connect with 1000+ Alumni and draw on their expertise and
networks
ANNUAL DIPLOMA CEREMONY
The annual get-together of MBA Alumni
EVENTS
Access to an annual calendar of networking events,
conferences, masterclasses, Vital Topics, meetings, seminars
and cultural events.
MENTORING PROGRAMME
Expand the network by connecting current MBA students
(mentees) and alumni (mentors) from various editions.
The result of this programme it is always a win-win
relationship, whereby both parties benefit.

MBA Annual Meeting

// MBA ALUMNI
REPRESENTATIVES

Hugo Ribeiro

30th edition
Business Analyst
at CME

Renato Ramos

27th edition
Organisation and Methods
at El Corte Inglés

Artur Carvalho

31st edition
Industry Relations Director
at Alliance Healthcare
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CAREERS
The ISEG MBA Career Programme aims to create greater
adaptability of students to the demands of the job market,
strengthening their leadership and personal development,
as well as enriching their contacts with other business
realities.

João Pargana

—
Career and Corporate Development

ACTIVITIES ORGANISED BY
CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

ISEG MBA
YEARBOOK

WORKSHOPS WITH
SPECIALISTS AND
TOP MANAGERS

CAREER
WEEK

EXCHANGE
AGREEMENTS
WITH LEADING
COMPANIES

ACCESS TO
RECRUITERS AND
HEADHUNTERS
STANTON CHASE
RAY HUMAN CAPITAL
MICHAEL PAGE
WYSER
RANDSTAD
EGOR
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THE OPINION OF THOSE
WHO KNOW
As an executive searcher, my mission is to supply talent to my clients.
Successfully completing a demanding MBA programme, such as that of
ISEG, is a guarantee that we are dealing with a competent, rigorous, teamworking candidate, with a huge capacity for work, i.e., with a talent.

José Bancaleiro

—
Managing Partner of Stanton Chase Portugal

CAREER WEEK

Speed Networking

An annual networking event that aims to increase ISEG MBA

The objectives of this week are to prepare students to

students’ employability, providing opportunities for them to

approach the job market effectively and to equip them with

establish contact with recruitment companies, Executive

skills that will provide them with competitive advantages in

Search Companies and Headhunters.

recruitment processes.
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THE STRATEGIC
BOARD
The ISEG MBA counts on the support of a Strategic Board, comprised
of several leaders of well-known businesses and other influential
personalities from society, which regularly reviews the contents of
the programme and suggests strategic and tactical inprovement.

Eduardo Catroga

—
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of EDP
and Chairman of the Strategic Board
of ISEG MBA

Strategic Board - Alumni Meeting

// STRATEGIC BOARD MEMBERS
Ana Loya
CEO of Mindshift

Gilberto Jordan
CEO of the André Jordan Group

Manuel Freitas Pereira
Advisory Judge at the Tribunal de Contas

Ana Torres
Cluster Leader for Western Europe at Pfizer

João Marques da Cruz
Administrator of EDP Internacional

Olga Frazão
Head of Retail Marketing Europe at Staples

António Ramalho
Chairman of Novo Banco

Jorge Magalhães Correia
Chairman of Fidelidade Insurance

Paulo Macedo
Chairman of CGD

Artur Carvalho
Industry Relations Director at
Alliance-Healthcare

José Agostinho de Matos
Board Consultant at Banco de Portugal

Teresa Cardoso Menezes
Managing Director of InformaDB

Carlos Rodrigues
Chairman of Banco BIG

José Galamba de Oliveira
CEO of the Portuguese Association of
Insurance Companies

Eduardo Catroga
Chairman of the Strategic Board of EDP

Luís Alves Costa
President of SDG and ISEG Alumni
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I strongly recommend the
ISEG MBA for those seeking
to obtain a transversal
knowledge of how to
manage a company.
Marta Nobre
—

Bachelors and MSc in Biomedical
Engineering
MBA from ISEG, 32nd Edition

The ISEG MBA was fundamentally
important for finding a new
professional career and was
a completely different way of
seeing and confronting the world,
which definitely changed the way I
approach professional challenges.
Without hesitation, I would
highlight the high quality of the
teaching staff and the excellence
of the curriculum, and in parallel
I would also highlight the sharing
approach, where group dynamics
developed an enormous capacity
to maintain the focus on achieving
a common goal. The outdoor
training, both at the Air Force
Academy and the Portuguese Navy,
were excellent tools for developing
leadership skills. Also, the training
week at Silicon Valley was a
remarkable experience, as we had
contact with a unique ecosystem
and a different way of teaching,
with excellent teachers and visits
to companies where we could
see at first hand a differentiating
organizational culture. In short,
I strongly recommend the ISEG
MBA for those seeking to obtain
a transversal knowledge of how to
manage a company.
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LISBON
From its time as an economic capital at the centre of the merchant world in Renaissance Europe, to its
revitalization as a tourist hotspot in the 21th century, Lisbon has seen many redirections in its history.
Lisbon’ s latest voyage sees the city repositioning itself as a flagship in the global business ecosystem.
Thanks to a compelling combination of talent and sunshine, Lisbon offers a very good balance between
the quality of life and the cost of living, thus making it an attractive hub that will delight and amaze.

Find out more about Lisbon in www.visitlisboa.com/lisbon

Rossio Train Station

Champalimaud Foundation

National Library

Gulbenkian Museum

Public lightning and typical tiles

MAAT Museum
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CAMPUS
The ISEG library is situated and a five-floor
building with large reading/study rooms.
The ISEG library has the largest collection
of works in the field of economics and
business in Portugal. Students also have
access to several databases with statistical
information on the latest academic
research, and are also able to consult
various case studies for free. Equally
important are the partnerships in the
area of knowledge access that have been
established with other top level libraries
and institutions, such as the European
Union Documental Centre and the American
Corner, in partnership with the American
Embassy in Portugal.

ISEG provides its students with study
spaces across the various buildings of the
Campus, with extended opening hours
throughout the week, including weekends.

At ISEG you can find a wide range of
restaurants (the university refectory,
a restaurant, bars, and various vending
machines).

All the lecture rooms and communal areas
have computer equipment. Wifi network is
available throughout the School.

In the ISEG bookshop, books and other
readings are available for sale to support
courses taught at the School. Other support
services exist, namely: a copy centre, printing
facilities, and internet access.

The ISEG Campus has two car parks with
about 300 spaces. Parking is free for all MBA
students.

THE SCHOOL IN THE CITY CENTER
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APPLICATIONS
National or international graduates with the equivalent of a first degree, with more than four years of
professional experience may apply to study for the ISEG MBA.
Completion of the ISEG MBA should not exceed
7 years from the start of the programme.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP

Tuition Fees Information
and Special Conditions at WWW.IDEFE.PT/CURSOS/MBA

VISIT US
Pre-selection

Include all
Documents

Interview with the
Admissions board

SELECTION
PROCESS

Complete the
Application Form

Throught the year, there are several
opportunities to meet us. We host
one-to-one sessions to give you all
information to take the step forward.
English
Examination
results*

Send an email to book your personal
meeting: mbaiseg@iseg.ulisboa.pt

Official notification
of Admissions

*Compulsory in case Applicants do not have an English Certificate

Finantial Line of Credit CGD

Special conditions exist for financing the
ISEG MBA. Check it at:
www.idefe.pt/cursos/mba/gratuities

CONTACTS
Marketing & Admissions
mbaiseg@iseg.ulisboa.pt
+351 21 392 5813

Administrative Office
secretaria.idefe@iseg.ulisboa.pt
+351 21 392 5889

www.iseg.ulisboa.pt

iseg.pt

iseg.pt

NOTE: Information contained in this brochure is up-to-date at the time of printing.
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ISEG PROGRAMMES
BACHELORS
• Economics(1)
• Management (1)
• Economics
• Management
• Finance(2)
• Applied Mathematics for Economics and Management
• Sports Management (with FMH)

MASTERS
• Actuarial Science(1)
• Economics (1)
• Finance(1)
• Mathematical Finance (1)
• Monetary and Financial Economics(1)
• Business
• Accounting, Tax, and Corporate Finance
• Quantitative Methods for Economic and Business
Decision-making
• International Cooperation and Development
• Applied Econometrics and Forecasting
• Science, Technology, and Innovation Economics and Management
• Public Economics and Policies
• International Economics and European Studies
• Project Management
• Human Resources Management
• Information Systems Management
• Industrial Strategy and Management
• Marketing

PhDs
• Economics(1)
• Management
• Applied Mathematics for Economics and Management
• Economic and Social History
• Economic and Organisational Sociology
• Development Studies(1)
• Sustainable Energy Systems
• Sociology
• Sustainability Science

(1)

Taught in English

(2)

Double Degree with Kozminski University

Cloisters, Quelhas Building

Open minds for a changing world

MBA2018V1

WWW.ISEG.ULISBOA.PT

ACCREDITATION

MEMBER

RANKING

